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Left Brain, Right Brain
Gaming

Those among us ancient enough to
remember the single-button, Atari
2600 joystick prototype remember a
world of gaming that was quite differ-
ent from the current videogame
vogue. Certainly, much of this
change is simply advancement in the
state of the art, but I'll bet you've
never considered the implications
inherent in the change from joystick
to the NES-style controller pad.

The Atari joystick was designed pri-
marily for right-handed users. The
stick's base was held in the left
hand, with the thumb employed to
overlap the base and engage the
action button, while the right hand
controlled the primary input device:
the control stick. Later variations on
this joystick made it adaptable to
left-handed gamers by putting dupli-
cate fire buttons on the upper right
as well as upper left corners of the
joystick base. Then came the pistol-
grip type of controller, with the fire
button mounted atop the gun-handle
control stick. In all versions, howev-
er, the same goal applied: the user's
primary hand was engaged in the
control of on-screen movement. This
resulted in games where the empha-
sis was based largely on movement.

Now consider the Nintendo-style
control pad. The system is inflexible
in terms of left or right handedness.
It is designed to be held in both
hands with the left hand now control-
ling movement, while the right hand
selects among the available action
buttons. As this type of controller
has evolved, the only significant
change has been to increase the
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number of action buttons, from two
on the NES and SMS, to three on the
Genesis and six on the Super-NES!
We are even treated to the periodic
spectacle of controller pads modified
into joysticks, with the joystick duti-
fully placed on the left side of the

Today, the pistol grip joystick stays
popular with computer gamers.

base and the action buttons on the
right. What none of the geniuses
who marketed these peripherals ever
realized was that they were making
left-handed joysticks! It's one thing
for a righty to control a simple
rosette-style control pad with their
left thumb, and an entirely different
matter to expect them to control a
joystick-style stick with their off-hand.

The design of the NES controller

The design of the NES
controller also changed
the entire value system

of game creation.

also changed the entire value sys-
tem of game creation. No longer
were games built on precision joy-
stick control; in fact, most games
comprised simple left-right move-
ment options as in the ever count-
less side-scrolling contests. Now,
the typical videogame's skill compo-
nent is based around timing jumps
and firing weapons, all done with the
right hand.

As with most changes of this kind,
there have been good and bad
results. The worst thing to happen to
the game market in the wake of this
change, however, was the limitation
it seemed to place on designers'
imaginations. Games like Missile
Command, Asteroids and even Pac-
Man, which relied upon precise
manipulation of the stick control, dis-
appeared, while a hoard of generic
side-scrollers starring a cornucopia
of characters were churned out with
no more variation than the number
and type of power-ups and the style
and quality of the art. A game like
SunSoft's original Batman for the
Genesis blew people away because
it came up with a new spin on the
tired formula — it actually allowed
Batman to throw Batarangs and
move in a vertical as well as horizon-
tal scroll!

On the upside, the control pads on
the 16-bit videogame systems are
markedly superior to their 8-bit
antecedents. On the downside,
we've seen many young gamers
indoctrinated into the concept of
playing games in order to conquer,
rather than merely enjoy, the con-
test.

But that's the subject for another
Report...

— Bill Kunke


